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Pedestrian Bridge over Wayne Gretzky Drive

- Pedestrian bridge near 104 Avenue
- Over Wayne Gretzky Drive
- Connects Terrace Heights and Forest Heights
Why is this rehabilitation happening?

- Prolong the lifespan of the bridge
- Replacement railing system
What will the rehabilitation involve?

➔ Removal and replacement of the bridge paint
➔ Minor repairs to curbs and sealing cracks
➔ Replacement of the existing railing
Closure and Construction Timelines

Full closure of bridge from mid-June to late-August 2021
Signage and timeline adjustment

- Signs with project information installed on site
- Closure will occur mid June - late August 2021
Access

- Shared-use path will be closed from 75 Street to the bridge
- A temporary laydown south of the community garden
- Access to residences and other properties will be maintained
What is the suggested detour during construction?

➔ Pedestrians can travel south to 101 Avenue to cross Wayne Gretzky Drive.
Who can I contact about this project?

- **Webpage**: Edmonton.ca/adaboulevard
- **Project Manager**: Malika Ali
  
  malika.ali@edmonton.ca or 780-690-6055
Thank you

Visit Edmonton.ca/adaboulevard for project information